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Sunday, September 16, 2012

Does anyone know information about CSR is used in investment decisions?

 

Two surveys on the relevance and use of information CSR investment decisions with little
consistent results were recently published. It seems that the case is not closed.

The first study to analyze is commissioned by the Accounting for Sustainability and GRI, The value
of extrafinancial disclosure: What Analysts and investors said , two institutions promoting sustainability
reports which obviously concludes that the financial information is not considered relevant by
analysts investment. It is based on a survey of 35 analysts and 34 investors (68% of the sample is
considered part of the market for Socially Responsible Investment, SRI, and the others are
traditional).

But the interesting thing about this study is not concluding that non-financial information (ASG,
environmental, social and governance, but also add human and intellectual capital)   is considered
relevant, which is again one of those questions in the surveys have obvious answer. The obvious
question would have been not how you use that information and what impact their decisions.   This
study what is interesting is that if the contrast in the type of information considered most relevant
and what it represents for CSR strategies companies that want to enter the market of SRI.

80% of respondents consider this information as ESG relevant or very relevant (is it only
80% ?!), the same number he believes integrated reporting benefit assessments.   But there are
differences in the type of information.   64 % say the information on natural resources (maybe they
mean "environmental issues"?), but only 52% considered for information on social aspects and
community.  100% considered for information corporate governance. bias or preference of G on
A and S is overwhelming. 's A and S must compete with the G in the minds of investors and
analysts .   

61% found it difficult to compare information between companies social aspects , while only
41% say it for environmental information and only 3% say it for financial reporting. This shows not
only that analysts and investors are specialists in financial reporting (! Surprise !!) but believe that
environmental information is more standardized (resource consumption, recycling, emissions,
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renewable energy, etc.) that social. 

These results demonstrate the need to prosecute them and facilitate the interpretation of
social and environmental information to analysts and investors, if you want to use it ("must
be given the peeled potato") .   's financial information will make efforts to search and interpret,
for the social and environmental much of the effort lies in companies.  were commenting in a
previous article Financial markets should allocate resources for sustainable enterprises on the importance of
companies with a proactive approach in attracting interest from investors responsible.

Only 38% said that the assurance of non-financial information is important or very important, but
88% say it for financial reporting.   This reflects the lack of confidence that he has the
assurances of sustainability reporting . Would you consider the financial information had no
external audit? 

The GRI sees the results as evidence of the importance of their work to define comparable
indicators.   Clearly comparability would give analysts confidence, but we must remember that
comparability is a means, we must first determine what is relevant to analysis.   Compare
irrelevant by requiring reporting on all kinds of indicators, relevant or not, is not conducive
to promoting ESG investments things .   The financial information have been developed
principles for measuring and reporting over hundreds of years and then came synthesizing
information indicators for analysis. On the subject aspects of ASG have developed indicators
before developing the principles of measurement and selection of relevance .   Herein there is
much work to do [i] .

The other study, CSR and the Investment Market: coming together. Preparing for investor engagement,
appears to be more independent, is that by ICA, Smithfield and Burson-Marsteller.   It is based on a
survey of investment analysts in 27 brokerage houses and investment banks, which seems to be
more representative of those who sell investments.    

In this study, only 28% believe that CSR policies play an important role in the selection of
investments , but all is not lost and that 63% believe their importance will increase in the next two
years. As for the issues that you assign more importance, there are also differences from the
previous study and that 59% believe that the most important are the relationships with employees
and 50% of environmental issues.   An interesting comparison, and contracting with the previous
study, the emphasis is on issues of the value chain (aspect A and S), which affect the operations, and
executive compensation (something G), which is more a matter of reputation.   Both are equally
valued at 44% and 41% respectively. Upon issue of community do not pay attention (6%).    

The study concludes that while the role of CSR in mitigating risk and reputation management is
widely accepted to advance as a consideration in investment, CSR must relate directly to
business growth (impact on operations).

It is important to once again emphasize that these studies refer to developed markets and their
extrapolations to developing markets have the characteristic of underdevelopment of financial
markets and in particular the socially responsible investment limitations.   hopefully also the relative
importance of the various topics is different is these countries.

The main conclusions of these two studies are:

·          What analysts still give little importance to environmental and social issues and
continue to focus on financial reporting and corporate governance, which is what we
have been trained;

·          That the social and environmental information must be given in a comparable
way and ready to analyze and
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·          That the RSE as a consideration in investment decisions is still under
development and is very difficult to generalize.

 

[I] The proposed new principles of the GRI G4 offers substantial improvements in this regard.   Examine the extraordinary summary and
analysis of Elaine Cohen on The GRI G4 Exposure Draft Explained.
Posted by ANTONIO LIVE at 4:04 
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